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Chris Moon - background

Eco-entrepreneur
Finalist, international Innovation & 

Entrepreneurship 
Teaching Excellence Awards 2015.

Nominated as Most Inspiring Teacher 
2018.
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Prior survey results (300 business students) 
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“Business schools prescribe a profit-driven and materialistic worldview to students 
that can compromise their ethical values and weaken their perceptions of social 
responsibility…” (Ghoshal, 2005; Mitroff, 2004).



People & Planet results for 46th v 14th
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Focus: Engagement & Education
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Pedagogical strategies
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Learning ‘gain’ by students 



SDGs and ‘creativity’
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The current study 2017-2018 (funded 
by Enterprise Educators UK)
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300+ signatories to the UN HESI globally.



Conceptual framework
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Preliminary results – 306 HEIs

of 2010



Plus in-depth follow up

of 2011

• Most HEIs only commit to SDG #4 Education
• Exceptions demonstrate benefits of commitment 

to multiple SDGs
• Follow-up survey revealed more depth;  

and identified best practices
• Supports call for transdisciplinary 

approaches to teaching, research and practice
• Supports call for collaboration e.g. external partnerships
• Supports call for ‘sustainability mindset’ measures



Best practices (examples)

of 2012

• ESPAE-ESPOL – five companies presented their experiences and progress in 
aligning their strategies with the SDGs through use of the SDG Compass tool.

• Austria’s “Sustainability Challenge” – intra- and transdisciplinary course in 
cooperation between four HEIs – encourages students to develop their own 
business solution together with business partners. TryOut – six-week 
internships in start-ups.

• Germany’s “Outside the University Box” provides city challenges for students 
with three external partners: the city administration, a local food entrepreneur 
(start-up company) and a municipal institution for elderly people and intense 
nursing. Working with a company partner on corporate sustainability 
communications. Internship in an institution with disabled persons.

• ChallengeLab.org of the Chalmers University of Technology provides a broad 
platform for students to engage and take on the planet’s biggest challenges in 
collaboration with industry, governments and academia.

• Stanford University Sustainable Urban Systems (SUS) initiative – an initiative 
which applies multiple engineering knowledge fields in an integrated approach 
to shape the future of cities to test SDG localization strategies, collecting 
relevant actionable data at the city level to achieve the SDGs.



Focus groups – UG & PG students

of 2013



Practice implications – developing a toolkit 
with business re: sustainability mindset

of 2014



New ‘Sustainability Mindset’ tool - ECC 

of 2015
General Enterprise Tendency Creativity test
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Resources – Sustainia100

of 2017



Resources - EntreComp
e.g. CASE (2017)
Competencies for A 
Sustainable Socio-Economic 
Development: 

“…sustainable 
entrepreneurial education, 
increasing university-
business cooperation, new 
university spin-offs or 
related start-ups in the area 
of a “green economy” and a 
subsequent change in the 
curricula of European HEIs.” 

www.case-ka.eu
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Resources – DNV

of 2019



Resources – QAA/HEA

“…over two-thirds 
of students 
surveyed believe 
that sustainable 
development 
should be covered 
in their degree 
courses.” (p.6).
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